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Medical School Application Turns
Into Fiasco
for Aspiring Med Students
by Kuo-Chiang Lian

Anyone who's applied for a job
or to any sort of school knows that
it's a stressful experience. Now

imagine being one out of tens of
thousands of students applying
for a very limited number of spots
in competitive medical programs
across the nation for the first time
on an online, web-based application. Oh, did I mention that the
program is buggy, temperamental,
and loses data left and right? I'm
talking about the AMCAS' stubborn and ill-fated attempt to put
mcd school applications on the

Shoo, Flu! Third year pharmacy student Julie Lee administers a flu shot to Brian Baker, part of
Student Health's drive to provide flu shots for the campus community. For more information on flu
shots, call Student Health Services at 476-1281. Photo by Brad Morikawa

Below: Maria Diana Ramos-Clark led a workshop on negotiations. Photo by Maureen Conway

UCSF Women Reap Bountiful
Benefits at Conference
by Judy
sluggish approaches to
personal professional development were shattered at a
most dynamic professional development conference, "Tools for
Transition: Getting the Skills You
Need to Build the Career You
Want." Geared toward UCSF
women students and postdocs,
this second annual event, held on
November 3, featured input from
multiple talents at UCSF. The
Center for Gender Equity presented the conference, which was
cosponsored by the Chancellor's
Advisory Committee on the Status
of Women, the Student Activity
Center, Student Academic Enrichment Programs, Postdoctoral
Scholar's Association and Women
in Life Sciences.
A key highlight of the day was
the Welcome Address delivered by
Dr. Afaf Meleis, Ph.D., FAAN,
RN, long standing Professor in the
School of Nursing, Department of
Community Based Care Systems.
Previously described by Chancellor Mike Bishop as the mitochon-

Any

Olive.
drion of UCSF, she is truly a powerhouse. Dr. Meleis, an accomplished metatheorist and author
in nursing science, is well known
for her work involving transitions,
studied and described from various dimensions, including developing Transitions Theory. The
mostly female audience was distinctly lifted by this very personal
sharing from Dr. Meleis concerning her private guidelines and
secrets for success in the transitions ofher own career life coined
by the letter "P:"
Passion: Clearly her own zeal,
enthusiasm, fervor, and dedication to her professional work is
full ofpassion.
Planning: Developing annual
goals and figuring how to accomplish them. Delegate to others to
support win-win situations. Be
aware that all opportunities are
not planned, so be alert for
serendipitous
opportunities.
Always keep a current Curriculum
Vitae.

web.
AMCAS, or the American
Medical College Application Service, is a non-profit centralized

Presence: Be Present & Having

Presence: We must be conscious
and concerned with being totally
and fully present in what we are
doing at the moment to enjoy
most fully each aspect oflife experiences.
Play: In the same 24 hours per
day how is it possible to expand
and enlarge time? Dr. Afaf claims
every opportunity to enlarge her
time by exploring creative ways to
include friends, adventure, and a
variety ofways to exercise in fresh
air.
�

•

Mentor Relationship May Be
Intense!!

Mentors give advice, support,
and encouragement. It is essential
to find a mentor who believes in
YOU. Dr. Meleis grades mentoring from A to G.
Aim: Clarify your aim of what
you want to do, and adjust it
along the way.
Belief: Belief in your self, Belief
in your mentor. Establishing trust
is essential
Collaborating: Mentorship is
give and take
Diversify: Don't be confined to
one department, section, division,
or category. Select diverse mentors.
continued on page 10

application processing service for
applicants to entering classes at
participating U.S. medical schools,
as advertised on their website. For
the 2002 entering class, 114 medical schools and one program are
participating in AMCAS. The program is sponsored by the Association of American Medical Colleges
(AAMC), and in the past has
offered paper and diskette applications that are sent to a central
processing center where the data
are verified and sent to the applicant's choice of medical schools.
This year, a web-based system was
implemented that was designed to
allow the applicant to complete
the four-page application online
(only), which would then be verified and sent to the schools. The
system went into beta testing earlier this year in February.
This is where the problems
began. Instead of smooth and easy
applications online, applicants
and admissions officers alike
found that the system was deeply
flawed and wreaked havoc across
the nation in terms of medical
school applications. It was a nightmare.
I spoke at length with Kathleen
Plessas, director of admissions at
UCSF, about the situation.
"To put it plainly, it was supposed to be a total online application," Plessas said. "The applicants
could only submit their applications online and then the material
would be transmitted to all the
medical schools electronically.
The first we heard there might be
problems was when applicants

started telling us that they were
having problems submitting and
filling out the electronic application — it was taking long, long
periods oftime for them to get the
data in, and then be able to look at
it." Plessas went on to describe
how there had been no warning
that there might be problems from
AMCAS, and that applicants had
experienced all kinds ofdifficulties
with the application, including
server delays, computer crashes,
and outright data loss. Applicants
were originally supposed to be
able to begin submitting their
applications on June 1, as with the
old application, but this date was
pushed to June 15, and then even
later. Plessas related stories that
some students spent up to 60
hours filling out the application
only to find that it had been completely lost by the next session.
Things were not much better
on the receiving end. In terms of
the electronic submission of applicant data to the schools, serious
problems began to arise. For three
months, admissions administrators and computer experts at
UCSF worked together to put
together a system to organize each
student's data into the traditional
four-page format to be used for
screening by the Committee on
Admissions. Once the receiving
system was in place, it was time to
wait for the applications to be
transmitted.
Usually, the office begins to
receive applications from mid- to
late June. June passed without any
applications. Officials at AMCAS
said July, then late July, and finally August Ist.
"And when the time came for
the big transmission to come electronically, it didn't work," Plessas
said. "They weren't able to transmit the data to the medical
school."

.

What did come through was a
great big jumbled mess. According

to Interview CoordinatorValerie
garbled,
unintelligible, and impossible to
interpret. The computer experts
were put to work again, this time
writing a script that would extract
the bare minimum of information, such as the applicant's name
continued on page 4

Kiszka, the data were

Synapse Gives Thanks

There will be no issue of Synapse next week; like
you, we'll be taking a break for Thanksgiving.
Enjoy your turkey, and we'll be back with a new
issue on November 29.
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ment of women and women's health.
Each recipient will receive $2000.
The nomination form is available on the

announcements

UCSF

Chancellor's Office website at

Financial aid applications for 2001-02

Women's Awards

can still be submitted. Students

Nominations are now being sought for
the 2002 Chancellor's Award for the

submitting applications now will receive
loan funds only.
Drop-in Advisers are usually available
throughout the day to answer brief questions. Although students can speak with
any adviser, a student should try to
speak with his/her assigned adviser since
s/he will be more familiar with the student's file. Students are assigned to
advisers based on their last name (see
chart).
Student Financial Services Office, MU

201 ((415) 476-4181) is open MondayFriday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. The office will be
closed for the Thanksgiving holiday

(November 22-23).

events

&

http:Wchancellor.ucsf.edu (under Chancellor's Awards) and is also available in
the Chancellor's Office, S-126. Nominations must be received in the Chancel-

Advancement of Women. This annual

student/resident/postdoc, one faculty
member/academic, and one staff member

lor's Office by 5 p.m. on Friday
December 21. If you have any questions
call (415) 476-4223 or email

for their contributions to the advance-

rweiller@chanoff.ucsf.edu

award recognizes one

Thursday, November 15
Dept. of Medicine
N225, noon-1 p.m.
"Diagnosis and Treatment of Latent

Tuberculosis Infection"
Robert Jasmer, MD

Drop-in hours:
Adviser
Melissa Choy
Ron James
Carrie Steere-Salazar
Jerry Lopez
Lily Ling

■

First letter of S
I tuddent's
Last Name
A-Dq
Dr-F
G-Hd
He-O
p-z

Tuesday, Nov. 20
Dept. of Obstetrics, Gynecology, and Reproductive
Sciences
HSW3OO, 9-10 a.m.
"Postmenopausal Hormone Therapy
and Cardiovascular Disease"
Leon Speroff, MD
Oregon Health Sciences University

Hours

9-11 a.m.
11a.m. -Noon
8-9 a.m.
1:30-4 p.m.
Noon-1:30
4-5 p.m.

Wednesday, November 22
Dept. of Orthopedic Surgery
N225, 7 a.m.
:
"Spine Arthoplasty"
David Fribourg, MD

speakers

we's Shona people, demonstrating the resiliency and strength of
the African people in the face of
Student Enrichment Series

Tuesday, November 27, N225,
noon-1 p.m. Performance Literature: Word for Word. Enjoy an
hour of the arts by hearing Edith
Wharton's Xingu, a wicked satire
of society matrons. Word for
Word is a strong ensemble,
bringing literature to its feet
with verbatim performances of
excellent short stories. Co-spon-

sored by the Student Activity
Center and Empact! Presents

Brown Bag Lunch
Wednesday, November 28,
HSW3OO, noon-1 p.m.: Of Spirits
and Madness: An American Psychiatrist in Africa. A discussion about
the pervasive influence of the
Spirit World on the presentation
of mental illness among Zimbab-

overwhelming adversity.
Paul R. Linde, MD, Associate
Clinical Professor, UCSF Department of Psychiatry; author. Of
Spirits and Madness.

Tuesday, November 27
Dept. of Obstetrics, Gynecology, and Reproductive Sciences
HSW3OO, 9-10 a.m.
"Pelvic Floor Dysfunction: Presentations in Obstetrics and Gynecology"
Sharon Knight, MD

continued on page 7

Wednesday, November 28
Dept. of Orthopedic Surgery
N225, 7 a.m.
"Computers in Orthopaedics: Clinical, Educational, and Basic Science

Applications"
William Colman, MD
Dept. of Endocrinology
Langley Porter Auditorium (LPPI
190), 8:30-9:30 a.m.
"Regulation of Ingestive Behavior
and Energy Balance by Brain
Serotonin Systems"
Larry Tecott, MD, PhD
Thursday, November 29
Dept. of Neurological Surgery
N225, 8-9 a.m.
The 17th Annual John E. Adams
Lecture:
"Comprehensive Management of
Acoustic Neuroma"
Steven L Gianotta, MD
Medical Director, USC Hospital, Los
Angeles
DGIM Primary Care
400Parnassus 4th Floor, A4SS, 8-9 a.m.
"Update on Medical Care of the
Pregnant Patient"
Maria Wamsley, MD

—

Have an event you want listed on Page Two?
Email synapse@itsa.ucsf.edu
or phone

arts

476-221 I.

&

entertainment

Empact! Presents©

Robin Sharp, violin

Empact! Presents
Parnassus Players: "Confusions"
Shows: Nov. 9, 10, 16 and 17 at
8 p.m., Toland Hall, 533 Parnassus Avenue. $7 for admission.
Don't miss the Parnassus Players
and their presentation of Alan
Ayckbourn's comedy
"Confusions." Call 415-476-2675
for more information.

Andrew Norman, piano
December 13
Tanya Tomkins, cello
December 20 William Barbini, violin
Victoria Ehrlich, cello
Machiko Kobialka, piano

Gospel Choir Fall Concert
Wednesday, November 14, 6:30
p.m. Cole Hall, 513 Parnassus
Avenue. Admission: $8
Empact! Presents and the
Performing Arts Fund invite you
to experience an inspirational
and joyous night of gospel music
featuring The Gospel Choir at
UCSF. For more information,
call 415-476-2675.

Empact! Presents The Chancellor's Concert Series
Fall 2001 Season: Note changes
to schedule Thursdays, Oct.
4-Dec. 13
Seating: noon to 12:15 p.m.
Concert: 12:15 p.m. to 12:45
p.m.
Cole Hall, 513 Parnassus Avenue
Admission is FREE
November 15
Concert Canceled
December 6

San Francisco Choral
Society Concerts
Friday & Saturday, November 16
& 17, 8 p.m.
St. Ignatius Church, San Francisco

Discount for students and UCSF
staff with ID.
Call City Box Office at 415-392-4400 for tickets.
The San Francisco Choral Society performs "Mozart: Grand
Mass in C" and "Beethoven:
Choral Fantasy" in the beautiful
confines of St. Ignatius Church.
Symphony Parnassus Fall
Concert
Sunday, November 18, 2 p.m.
San Francisco Conservatory of
Music, Ortega/19th Avenue, SF
Tickets: general-$ 10;
students/seniors-$5. Call 415-986-6026 for tickets or information.

UCSF's Symphony Parnassus

.

continued on page 7

outdoors

and

recreation

Himalayan Health Exchange

Outdoors Unlimited General Info, (415)476-2078

-

Free Seminar Light Backpacking
Stop lugging around that big ol'
pack! Learn how to get your
backpack down to 25 lbs. or
less, in order to take faster,
longer journeys in the backcountry. David Worton, an OU volunteer for six years, will be
teaching this seminar. November
15, 7-9 p.m. at 610 Parnassus.
For more info call (4 15) 502-

--2121.
Beginning Backpacking to
Humboldt Redwoods
Learn the basics of how to backpack while playing amongst the
redwood giants. This is the last
beginning clinic of the year. Pretrip November 28, trip December 7-9. Cost: $55/67/79. for
more info, email efenster@casmail.ucsf.edu orcall (415) 476-

•

1469. Registration required
PRIOR to pre-trip
Rent your equipment from OU
for these clinics and receive 20%
off.

•

Outdoors Unlimited—www.out-

doors.uscf.edu/ou

Your access to outdoor adventures and recreation. No membership fees. Open to the public.
UCSF students, staff, and members of Millberry Programs and
Services receive discounted

prices.

Tahoe Snow Cabins on Sale
Rentals for the Tahoe cabins are
ongoing at the OU center. Visit
during open hours (Mon-Fri 5-8
p.m.). We have lots of mid-week
availability. Mid-week means less
traffic, less crowded slopes &
even better prices! For more
information or availability call
the rental center during open
hours. (415)476-2078.

2002 International Health
Expeditions' Schedule:
Dr. Glenn Geelhoed of George
Washington University will lead
six medical/dental expeditions to
the remote Himalayan regions of
North India, Nepal and Tibetan
Borderlands in 2002.
Participation for all expeditions
is open to: medical, dental, nursing & pharmacy students, physicians, dentists, pharmacists,
nurses and medical support personnel. Each trip is designed to
provide care to approximately
1500 under-served patients and
an opportunity for international
health exposure to participants.
Participation on each trip is limited to'lß.
Note: Participants are responsible for arranging their own funding to cover trip cost and must
be willing to put in a minimum of
6-8 hours of clinical work, each
day, for six days straight

continued on page 7
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A Holiday
for the Birds

The Giants: 0-for-44
and Counting

by Anu Sinha

by Tim Neagle

you've decided to not head to your turkey for every 100 pounds of guest you
parent's house for Thanksgiving and intend to serve. Thus if you're having 4000
instead cook a dinner yourself. Conpounds ofrelatives over, you'll need a forty
gratulations and good luck — you're going pound turkey. If you can't find a turkey big
to need it.
enough to feed all your relatives, feel free to
No, seriously, cooking a Thanksgiving call them up and explain, in a sensitive and
dinner doesn't have to be a traumatic expediplomatic manner, that they can't come to
rience; the key lies in the planning. For your dinner unless they lose some weight.
instance, I always plan bn going to my parThe next step is choosing a turkey. This
ent's house, where my mom prepares dinis truly the make-or-break step in a sucner for a ton of people. Just how many I cessful Thanksgiving dinner, so the TFA
can't be sure since my eyes are usually full guidelines should beadhered to as closely as
of gravy by dinner, but I'm sure it must be possible. The TFA says that the fresher the
at least the population of Belgium. This turkey the better, so if possible you should
isn't just any type of El Polio Loco take out kill your own turkey Thursday morning. In
dinner either; there's usually a turkey the fact, ifyou go to Julia Child's house, you'll
size ofWilliam Perry, three other assorted see her doing the same thing. (Actually,
meats, 20 types ofstuffing, and to top it off, she's doing that most days out of the year.)
more pies than in a Three Stooges sketch.
If you're against killing your own meat,
room
looked
into
the
after
then
you
dining
you can simply buy a frozen turkey
If
dinner, you'd think that the room was
continued on page 10
empty—until the time you heard digestive
sounds from under the table and then see a
hand reach up, grab a leg ofturkey, some
more chewing type sounds, and then a
stomach explode. Soon they'd be transported to the hospital, receiving IV turkey gravy
en route.
The question here is, how does my mom
cook up such a meal? The simple answer is
that I have no idea, I'm usually watching
football all day. The point is, if you want to
feed your guests a delicious home-cooked
meal, come on over to my parent's house
and steal some food, no one will notice.
Of course, if you insist on cooking this
year, a simple, tasty dinner can be concocted by following the Turkey Farmers of
America (TFA) guidelines for a "Simple,
Tasty Dinner." The first step is to calculate
how much turkey you'll need for all your
guests. The TFA rules say that, in general,
you should account for one pound of

I'd like to be gracious here and congratFrancisco gets into the Series, and promptulate the Arizona Diamondbacks for win- ly loses. I can hardly wait for 2016.
The Giants in the 1960s boasted a starning the World Series in only their fourth
year of existence, but as a Giants fan, I'm studded lineup, with future Hall of Famers
too envious to be gracious.
like Willie Mays, Willie McCovey, Juan
44 years! That's how long the Giants Marichal and Gaylord Perry. This collection
faithful have waited. The Giants arrived in of stars never won the Big One, although
San Francisco from New York for the 1958 they did manage to set a dubious record by
season, the same year the hated Dodgers finishing second six years in a row. The curtook up residence in Los Angeles. Since that rent edition ofthe Giants has had some suctime, the Giants have racked up exactly zero cess: two division titles in five years, and
world championships. (The Dodgers have they have been in contention almost every
won any number oftimes — I'm not going year during the Dusty Baker era. Yet despite
to look up how many, because who needs to having the best player of his generation in
seek out such depressing information?)
Barry Bonds, despite having the best reguWe're not asking for a dynasty here, just lar season record in 2000, the Giants have
one measly World Series victory. Of course, continued to flail and fail in postseason.
to secure that victory, you first have to get
Giants fans, connoisseurs of disaster,
into the World Series, a feat the Jints have record each painful loss and store it in our
managed only twice, in 1962 and 1989. Yes, minds. My favorite was 1987, in the Nationevery 27 years, just like clockwork, San al League Championship series against the

So,

Burnet
MQuack elinda

continued on page 6
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letters

example, is only significant in the absence
of family history, a fact that is not very well
appreciated. Gail et al found that early
Dear Synapse:
We would like to respond to the article childbirth in women with a family history
by Robert Johnson on breast cancer. We of breast cancer was associated with more
found that most of the article is relatively risk ofbreast cancer as compared to women
correct, although we think it is important to who had children later in life[l].
The Carol Franc Buck Breast Care Cenput these risks in context to avoid overemter
at UCSF has a prevention program. We
more
risk
questionable
phasis on certain
are
cancer
from
an
opening a number of studies to learn
factors. The risk of breast
about
does
not
fall
under
how to prevent breast cancer. We are
abortion, for example,
on biologic markers ofrisk includas
alcofocusing
the same category risk from excess
comment
"induced
breast
ing
density, presence of atypia, and
hol. Mr. Johnson's
that
a
woman's
chances
of
estradiol
levels.
In addition, we are looking
abortion increased
30
would
at
combinations
ofthese risk factors (breast
getting breast cancer by percent"
as
to
and
atypia
or family history and
density
imply a relative risk of 1.3 compared
an
or
Gail
risk and atypia) that
high
abortion, atypia,
women who have not had
factor,
give a relative risks ranging from 5.0 to 7.0,
which is not a very significant risk
which are orders of magnitude higher than
even if it were found to be true consistently. There are many risks that are more sig- those that Mr. Johnson has quoted.
Reproductive factors do have an "impact
nificant than the controversial risk from
on breast cancer risk. Some feel that finding
abortion, including the risk ofobesity associated with age of menarche, and obesity at ways to reduce the total number of menthe time of menopause. Additionally, the strual cycles would significantly reduce
risk reduction with early childbirth for women's risk, a compelling argument from

synapse

Millberry Union 123 W

•

Apparently ihe rul<s of- na-l-vre apply
Malcom Pike[2], perhaps as much as six
fold. An emphasis should be placed on
reducing the more significant and modifiable risk factors for breast cancer. The factors that affect number of menstrual cycles
include: the age at which menses begin, the
age at which a woman begins childbearing,
breast feeding, physical activity, and weight
control. The latter factors are actually very
much within control, and the former
depend more on fate! With this in mind, the
prevention clinic is working with high-risk
women to assess risk and determine a personalized surveillance/prevention plan. We
also have started Project JUMP, an after
school exercise program for young girls in
San Francisco elementary schools. Through
increased exercise, this program aims to
delay age at menarche which we hope will
result in multiple health benefits, including
potentially decreasing the risk ofbreast cancer.
We applaud Mr.

Johnson's efforts

to

increase the awareness of breast cancer,
breast cancer risk, and actions men and

University of California, San Francisco

• (415)

476-221 I

• Fax

502-4537

4o

us, +00.

women can take against this disease. Breast
cancer is all too common and wreaks havoc
on the lives ofwomen and their families. It

is critical to support research to provide
accurate risk assessments and to focus on
interventions that are based on solid risk
factors rather than those with inconsistent
data to support them.

-

Laura Esserman, MD, MBA Director, Carol
Franc Buck Breast Care Center
Elissa Ozanne, Doctoral Candidate Risk
Analyst
Kelly Adduci, MPH Prevention Program
Manager, (415)885-7578

-

-

1. Gail, M.H., et al., Weighing the risks and
benefits of tamoxifen treatment for preventing
breast cancer. J Natl Cancer Inst, 1999. 91(21):
p. 1829-46.
2. Spicer, D.V. and M.C. Pike, Future possibilities in the prevention of breast cancer:
luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone
agonists. Breast Cancer Res, 2000. 2(4): p. 264-7.
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MCAT score) not the AMCAS because the
computer people have told us that their
data is still suspect. There are still many,
many errors in it."
from page I
Many applicants didn't show up on the
application with MCAT scores (at
AMCAS
the
(sometimes unclear as to whether it was
school,
an applicant was apparently
email
one
legal or preferred name), address, and
rejected on the basis that he didn't have an
address.
MCAT score, when in fact AMCAS didn't
It was also discovered at this point that
show it), inaccurate GPAs, or missing the
the new AMCAS application was not limitapplicant's designated schools. The proed in terms of length in the fields listing
verify each applicant's information
post-secondary history and extracurricular gram to hadn't been
at AMCAS
working at all, and
activities. As a result applications were comUCSF,
administrators
have decided to
at
some
long,
pages
ing in that were up to 50
each
student's
data
verify
credenthemselves.
oftheir
listing every minute detail
of
data
suspect,
is
as far as
"Every
piece
lab
a
research
tials, from watering plants in
concerned,"
we're
Plessas
said.
"It's
sporting
really
to participating in international
to
sad."
had
be
events. All of this information also
Apparently, AMCAS didn't have any
down to a reasonable format.
pared
Things are not always as they seem
systems or side-by-side systems in
backup
The application process was not stanplace
in the case that the web-based system
dardized in any way across the nation. In
failed.
the midst of the electronic transmission
Accusations have been made by adminhorror, each school struggled in its own way
with sorting out the mess. Kiszka described istrators across the nation that AMCAS didthat some schools, such as Stanford and the n't have the proper help and qualified staff
University of Washington, decided to hold when needed and wasn't able to produce
paper copies ofthe applications. Represenout and wait for correct and clear informaBy Allyson La Barbara
tion from AMCAS, while other schools tatives at AMCAS were described as arrosuch as Yale knew that something was gant in their response, not listening to the
of schools and applicants. "We
Jack Black's genius perform- ful relationships with women. His best wrong from the start and went immediate- concerns
they weren't sympathetic or
felt
that
applications.
just
to
own
web
and
paper
ance in High Fidelity, I couldn't wait friend Mauricio, the Adonis-like Jason ly their
to
about
the applicants, which is our
print
thinking
schools
asked
applicants
to see his latest film, Shallow Hal. I Alexander from Seinfeld, is exactly the same Still other
said Plessas.
thought,
always,"
first
out
of
their
AMCAS
applications
a draft
was convinced that his energy, acerbic wit, way, which, unfortunately, reinforces his
has been able to get
UCSF
Fortunately,
and mail it in.
and gruffcharm would infuse the latest Farskewed view of life and love.
the
of applicants,
processing
in
underway
One day, after the latest lovely object of
relly brothers release with the originality
often lacking in their formulaic films Hal's affection dumps him, he is trapped in
founded on locker room humor. Sadly, I an elevator with "TV guru guy" Tony Robwas disappointed.
bins (starring as himself). Tony, hoping to
We first meet Hal (my boy Black) as a bring more meaning to our pathetic hero's
"Every piece of data is suspect, as far as we're concerned,"
rotund nine-year-old at the bedside of his life, hypnotizes him to see only the inner
dying father. His father, a preacher whom beauty in women. Shortly thereafter he
Plessas said. "It's really sad."
he adores, is grossly disoriented by the high meets Rosemary, a three-hundred-pound
doses of palliative morphine he is receiving. Peace Corps and hospital volunteer who, to
In this state, he delivers life advice to his his new eyes, looks just like the tall, slender,
young son. "Hot young tail," his father says. well-maintained Gwenyth Paltrow we all
"That's what it's all about." He advises Hal recognize from the pages of Vogue.
Hal pursues Rosemary doggedly, all the
to date only beautiful women and to avoid
marrying for love, as that was "the tragic time telling her how beautiful she is and
In mid-August, the UC medical schools and several interviews have been given (the
mistake I made with your mother."
how lucky he is just to share her company. (UCLA, UCSD, UC Davis, UC Irvine, and final interviewing date has been moved back
UCSF) convened and decided to put forth a few weeks). The overall delay in the
The adult Hal, who doesn't consciously At first, Rosemary thinks his effusive musremember much ofhis father or his advice ings are cruel, immature taunts. Her pained their own common application that appliprocess is uncertain. The data transmission
because he "blocked it all out," grows up to discomfort soon gives way to pleased cants were then asked to fill out so as to and admissions process startup was delayed
have a standardized system. The applicaunwittingly pursue only physical beauties. acceptance as she realized that, for whatevnearly two months, but Plessas stated that
He only seeks the finest physical forms, and,
tions were printable from each school's UCSF hopes to be caught up more and more
as such, has never developed any meaningcontinued on page 7 website and allowed the applicant to apply as the year progresses. There has been no
to any of the five schools. Information was word whether the AMCAS date ofMay 15 then placed on the Dean's office and school the date applicants must decide on which
of medicine websites and instructions were school to attend - will be moved back.
posted online. At about the same time,
Also uncertajf is the future of the
He only seeks the finest physical forms, and, as such, has never AMCAS was able to finally submit a list of AMCAS program. With such a dismal outall the applicants interested in applying to come with this year's web-based effort, it is
developed any meaningful relationships with women.
UCSF along with their email addresses. An unclear whether another attempt will be
email and postcard was sent to each appli- made for next year's entering'class, and
cant asking him or her to fill out the UC what revisions could be made in the interapplication, with the hope of catching all vening time. But will it be too-late?
the applicants interested in UCSF.
Some schools have begun to consider
As of late October, there were about withdrawal from the common process and
your use
Furniture, Clocks, Collectables
4000 applicants whom AMCAS had notioffer their own individual applications. A
Americans throw away
fied UCSF of, and 3000 submitted UC forum of the schools participating in
40 years at this location!
enough used motor oil
applications. All applicants are required to AMCAS has listed several of the top probSomething for Everyone
every year to fill 120
fill out the UC application, and the materi- lems that need to be resolved by the next
supertankers. Bring used
al
from each student was taken as the offi- application cycle, including integrity ol
your
oil
nearest
motor to
gas station.
cial information, and with good reason
data, safe and secure transmission, and relithe integrity and accuracy ofAMCAS data able verification of data. The Medical Stu1767 Waller at Stanyan
had become an issue. According to Plessas, dent Section of the AMA has put forth a
"We are using the material supplied by the
Mjr.'>yyntinl
ac'tWt
I
applicants on the UC application, (grades,
continued on page 9
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books

Psychiatrist's Tale of
Practicing Medicine in
Africa
by Tim Neagle
Of Spirits and Madness: An American
Psychiatrist in Africa
By Paul R. Linde
288 pages
McGraw Hill

In

the mid-19905, psychiatrist Paul R.
Linde went to Zimbabwe in south-central Africa, where he worked in the Psychiatric Unit ofHarare Central Hospital. Of
Spirits and Madness: An American Psychiatrist in Africa chronicles Linde's time in
Zimbabwe. And what a marvelous chronicle
it is, a vivid story of medicine practiced on
the front lines ofthe Third World.
Lind, currently an Associate Clinical
Professor in the Department of Psychiatry
at UCSF; tells his story through 11 patients,
each of whom gets a chapter in the book.

Paul Linde will speak about his
experiences in Zimbabwe on
Wednesday, November 28 at
HSW 300, from noon-1 p.m.

/
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edge ofEnglish or translators from the staff
to work with African patients.)
Linde's book is particularly strong at
painting a word picture of the psychiatric
unit. Every morning, a long line ofpatients
await treatment from Linde and a small staff
ofinterns. The need is staggering: There are
only 10 psychiatrists practicing in the entire
country. Linde makes clear that the backbone of the clinic is the nursing staff
(known as "sisters," a holdover from British
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An estimated 25% of the adult population of Zimbabwe
is HIV positive.
menu selections

colonial days.) Their untiring dedication
and expertise keeps the clink afloat.
In fact, it is the Africans who are the
heroes of the book. Whether it is the
patients, waiting doggedly for hours to see a
doctor, or the staff, struggling to provide
quality care in theface ofmassive shortages,
Linde's affection and respect for the people
of Africa shine through the pages.
No account of health practices in subSaharan Africa is complete without mentioning AIDS. Zimbabwe has been hit
savagely by the disease. The nation's life
expectancy was once 65; now it is 39. An
estimated 25% of the adult population of
Zimbabwe is HIV positive. A particularly
harrowing chapter of the book deals with a
young woman who tried to commit suicide
after contracting HIV from her husband. In
the male-dominated society of the Shonas,
many married men are widely promiscuous,
and pass along the virus to their wives, who
in turn pass it on to their children at birth.
The viciousness ofthis cycle rrjakes for horrifying reading, and the AIDS epidemic in
Africa remains one ofthe great tragedies of
the modern world.
Linde finishes his book with the story of
one of his patients, Wonder Kasimonje.
While treating the young man for depression, a friendship between doctor and
patient begins. The friendship continues
after Linde returns to the United States, via
letters and, later, email. Wonder's determination to better his life while his nation is
collapsing around him provides inspiration
to the doctor back in San Francisco.
Zimbabwe.
One bit of African wisdom that Linde
felt
The dominance of Shona culture is
'strongly.
elaborate
cites
is the phrase "See how the day goes."
Linde describes the
life as it comes without complaint,
is
Taking
greeting ritual, known as kukwazisa, that
the richness of everyday living,
that
enjoying
dcrigeur in Zimbabwe. It is so pervasive
are
lessons Africa imparted to one
these
at one point, Linde goes through the greetAmerican,
brought up in our rush-rush,
ing ritual with an Ndebele woman, even
society. In this splendid book,
of
hurry-hurry
though Shona is not the first language
us see how the day goes in
helps
Linde
either of them. But form must be upheld.
and
the
reader is the richer for the
Africa,
(Speaking of language, although Linde
experience.
knows enough Shona to engage in the greeting ritual, he relies on his patients' knowl-

Using these case studies, Linde explores life
and health issues in Zimbabwe, illustrating
the mix ofcultures in the country. Western
medicine represents one of these cultures,
the Western legacy left from the decades
that Britain ruled Zimbabwe as Rhodesia.
Christianity forms another strand in the
Zimbabwean cultural mix, a result of years
of missionary work. But by far the strongest
cultural influence is that of the dominant
Shona tribe, which preserves the traditional
values of Africa in the face of Western
encroachment.
For a practicing psychiatrist, this cultural mix works something like this: if a person
falls mentally ill in Zimbabwe, his family
might take him to a traditional shaman, a
n'anga, to be treated. Or, if the patient came
from a family offundamentalist Christians,
he might be taken to a faith healer. Or the
patient might be taken to the psychiatric
clinic to see Dr. Linde.
Obviously, it is daunting to work in a
country where many psychological disorders are attributed to ancestor bewitchment
and the spirit world plays a large role. Zimbabwe is a poor country, and the paucity of
medical resources provides a constant challenge, well documented throughout the
book. At one point, Linde realises a patient
needs a neurologist. Unfortunately, there
are no neurologists in Zimbabwe. The limited medications available force Linde to be
creative in his treatment ofpatients, butalso
frustrate him when he realizes the drugs that
can help his patients are not available in

by
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What is the UCSF Innovation
Accelerator?
The UCSF Innovation Accelerator
(UCSF-IA) is an exciting new program
aimed at engaging and educating the
UCSF community in entrepreneurial
ventures. This year long, integrated program originated from the Office of
Industry Research and Development and
is being led by UCSF students, post-docs
and staff. UCSF-IA provides a forum for
UCSF scientists/entrepreneurs to:
• Build a community of Bay Area scientists and business professionals interested in life science innovation
• Develop ideas and innovations into
fundable business plans through
networking and training activities
• Gain an understanding of the business
of science

.

UCSF-IA is hosting the following
events:
• Entrepreneur Discussion Group:
Wednesdays, 6:30-7:30 PM, 5174: a
weekly informal discussion group that is
open to the public and covers topics
from the bench to business.
• Innovation Workshops (Fall 2001
Schedule): a series of seminars to
educate UCSF scientists/entrepreneurs
on how to start up new life science
companies. The November 15 and
November 27 events are jointly
sponsored by UCSF-lA, Haas Biotech
Club, the UC Berkeley Business Plan
Competition, and the Lester Center for
Entrepreneurship.
• November 15th (Thurs), 6-Bpm, N-217, UCSF Parnassus Campus Opportunity Recognition in Life Sciences (Mixer
to follow)

• November 27th (Tues), 6-Bpm, Haas
School of Business, Room TBA VC panel
on Biotech startups (Mixer to follow)
• December sth (Wed), 6-Bpm, UCSF
Parnassus Campus, Room TBA "Tales
from the Trenches" stories from business plan competition winners
• December 13th (Thurs), 6-Bpm, N-217, UCSF Parnassus Campus Intellectual Properties Issues in Life Sciences

—

UCSF-IA Executive Summary
Evaluation and Awards
To gain formal feedback on their
business ideas, UCSF students, postdocs,
research staff and/, alumni form teams
and, under the guidance of mentors,
submit executive summaries. A recognition dinner, held at the end of the year,
provides an opportunity for scientists to
network with venture capitalists and
business professionals. UCSF-IA participants are encouraged to enter the
Berkeley/Haas Business Plan
Competition, the Stanford e-challenge,
and other national business plan competitions.

We encourage anyone with an interest
in the process of entrepreneurship or in
bringing his/her life science-related ideas
to market to take part in these
activities!
Sign-up on our listserv: ucsf-ia to
get the latest information and
announcements about UCSF-IA
events. To subscribe, send a one-line email to listserv@listserv.ucsf.edu. The
message is: subscribe ucsf-ia
your_first_name your_last_name

http://oird.ucsf.edu/ia/index.html

httpy/www.ucsf.e<iu/iympa
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The Soldier's Ultimate Battle:
Lessons from Psychiatry
By Akilesh Palanisamy
In March 2001,1 began my clinical rota-

tion in psychiatry at San Francisco General
Hospital. Of all my third year clerkships, I
was especially excited about psychiatry
because I hoped to incorporate my interests
in spirituality and relationship-centered
medicine. On my first day of outpatient
clinic, I met Jay, a 29-year-old Indian
American man. I was initially struck by how
young he appeared, with a boyish face,
short cropped hair, and an innocent childlike smile. I introduced myself and we
began talking.
Jay had a seven-year history of schizophrenia, which began shortly after he
returned from military service in the Persian
Gulf. His schizophrenia manifested as auditory hallucinations in which he would hear
two distinct voices, one male and one
female, many times each day. The voices
harshly criticized Jay, constantly blaming
and judging him. Sometimes they even
ordered him to end his life. In fact, Jay first
presented to medical care in an emergency
room after a suicide attempt, which
occurred soon after the voices first started.
He explained that at that time he had not yet
understood that the voices were not "him".
Today, Jay was feeling "OK." The voices
were persistent and still urged him to commit suicide. Unfortunately, several antipsychotic medications had not reduced the
frequency or intensity ofhis hallucinations.
Jay was in a constant struggle with these
voices, to argue against them, resist their
commands, and prevent them from taking
over hislife. Each day was an unpredictable
chapter in an arduous campaign. He said, "I
thought the Gulf War was bad, but it was
nothing compared to this." The poignancy
ofhis situation moved me deeply. Here was
a former soldier now in the battle of his life,
for control of his own mind, facing an
enemy without name or form.
Jay described how he had developed his
own approach to dealing with the voices. He
was a deeply spiritual person, and he practiced meditation, chanting, and religious rituals to combat the voices. I shared his
commitment to Hinduism, and we spoke
extensively about religion and spirituality.
He discussed his family's belief in Indian
astrology, which had made some remarkably accurate predictions about his illness.
I quickly developed a strong connection
with Jaybecause of our common ethnic and
cultural background, shared religion, and
spiritual approach to life. Moreover, he was
closer to me in age, ethnicity, and appearance than any other patient I had cared for.
Our resemblance was uncanny. In fact, a
number of people in the clinic would comment on the similarity between us. I pondered the contingencies ofcircumstance and
brain chemistry that had led us to such different places, and imagined twists of fate that
could have led to our roles being reversed.
When I next saw Jay in April 2001, he
looked pale and distraught. I was very concerned. Jay explained that the voices had
become fiercer than ever, and he was no
longer sure that he could resist their suicidal commands. He was increasingly unable
to distinguish reality from delusion. Jay was
spending all day in bed out of fear that he
would act out the voices' orders. Despite all
this, he courageously tried to remain positive and managed some hesitant smiles,
which were simultaneously inspiring and
heart breaking. We spoke at length.
Finally, he asked me in exasperation, "I
have faith in God, but where is God now?
What is God doing for me? I need some
sign...." I was initially stunned by the question, but then a clear answer appeared in
my mind. I responded with conviction,
"The one sign that God is with you is that
you are still here. Despite all the challenges

and adversity, you have survived and have
made it to this point." He paused and was
silent for a long moment. Then, his expression softened and a sense of serenity illuminated his face. He said, "You're right... and
I know that God is with me in the many
people who care for me, including all of you
in the clinic."
It was a turning point in the interview.
Jay seemed to regain a sense ofhope that he
would make it through this latest crucible.
He agreed to a voluntary seven-day admission to the Psychiatric Intensive Care Unit
(PICU), to ensure his safety and develop a
new treatment plan. After securing a bed for
Jay, I left the clinic.
Upon reaching home, I found myself
exhausted and overcome with concern for
Jay. I could not think about anything else. I
passed a couple ofhours, restless and uncertain. It was scary to think how close I felt to
him. I wanted to express my feelings about
him in some way. Finally, I did what I
would have done for a family member in
such a situation — I prayed for him. At the
conclusion of my prayer, an idea came to
me — to give Jay a gift, a framed image of
the auspicious Hindu god Ganesha, the
remover of obstacles. Immediately I was
filled with doubt. Was this a good idea, or
was it unprofessional? Was it even appropriate? After much wavering, I decided to
follow my instinct.
The next day, 1 went to the PICU to see
Jay. When I told him I had something for
him, his eyes sparkled. I presented the
framed icon to him. He received it with
both hands and brought it up to touch his
forehead, in the manner that Hindus customarily honor sacred objects. He was visibly moved, and I felt an upwelling of joy in
my heart.
The hospitalization was a success. Jay
was no longer suicidal, and his symptoms
improved significantly. Since discharge, he
has continued working closely with clinic
staff to manage his illness and work on goals
for improvement.
Jay was the most inspiring and memorable patient I have cared for so far during
my third year. He taught me that the deepest
meaning in medicine may be found when we
allow ourselves to be vulnerable. It was difficult and at times frightening to feel so close
to someone in such an unstableand dangerous situation. But what if I had allowed my
fear to prevent me from reaching out to him?
I might have felt more safe, but I sense that I
would have missed something very valuable
and priceless — perhaps something close to
the essence of being a physician. My relationship with Jay transformed once I decided to stop resisting my instinct to connect
fully with him. He showed me that richness
and fulfillment in medicine derive from the
potential for deep, meaningful connection
with another human being, in moments of
triumph and tragedy.
My experience with Jay taught me to
trust my instincts, even if a part ofmy mind
argued that they were "unprofessional" or
"not appropriate". I learned to value my
intuition and my inner voice, in addition to
external standards ofconduct. Fears about
maintaining "professional" behavior will no
longer motivate my actions. I resolved that
it would be OK, if I was so moved, to pray
for a patient, to give him or her a gift, or to
do anything else guided by a sincere
impulse of the heart. After all, what could
be more appropriate than expressing one's
caring in the way that feels most natural? I
will always be grateful to Jay, who gave me,
in exchange for a receptive ear and a tentatively open heart, far more than I could
have imagined.
Akilesh Palanisamy is
dent.

a

third-year medical stu-
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Giants

But oh, how we long for a world chamto flap in the breeze over
Pac Bell Park. How we would love to have a
championship parade down Market Street.
Just once, Giants fans would like to push
out their chests and proclaim, We're Number One!
I'm beginning to think it will never happen. I think of my Uncle Charlie, a lifelong
Red Sox fan who died last year without ever
seeing his team win a World Series. In fact,
there's a line about the Sox that applies to
the team by the Bay as well: They killed my
father, and now they're coming for me.
I fear that for Giants fans, the Big One
will continue to mean two things: an earthquake and the game the Giants will never
win.

pionship banner

from page 3
Cardinals. San Francisco led the series 3
games to 2, going back to St. Louis needing
to win one of two games to getto the World
Series. The Local Heroes not only did not
win a game, they failed to score a run! Rarely
has a team brought choking to such a fine
art.
There have been good things, of course.
After 40 years, the Giants finally escaped
from the frigid confines of Candlestick for
the splendors of Pac Bell Park, arguably the
best ballpark ever built. We all thrilled to
Bonds' record-setting season — 73 homers
is nothing to sneeze at.

Visual Development Studies
at Smith-Kettlewell
Scientists and eye physicians at The Smith-Kettlewell Eye Research Institute are studying
visual development in adults and children. People with amblyopia, sometimes referred to as
"lazy eye," and people with strabismus (misaligned eyes) may be eligible to participate in the
study. The research is being conducted by Dr. William Good and Dr. Anthony M. Norcia.
Participation is totally voluntary and involves measuring visual function by placing sensors on
the back of the head (Visual Evoked Potential). This test is not invasive and measures the
brain's response to visual targets. In another study, you may be asked to tell us when you
see certain visual targets. We pay research subjects $20.00 per hour for their participation
in these studies to help compensate for travel-related expenses.
If you wish to participate you may contact Lisa Young at 345-2075. Smith-Kettlewell is
located at 2318 Fillmore St., San Francisco 941 15.
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Shallow Hal...

-

defect? Surely that would have achieved the
same effect. Instead Rosemary is fat because
the Farrelly brothers, and others, found it
acceptable (and, indeed, profitably funny)
to lampoon overweight people. Personally,
I didn't find the comparisons of Rosemary
to big game animals funny, and further, I
thought that they undermined the film's
(presumed) goal of promoting acceptance.
One impressive character the Farrelly
brothers did laudably include to promote
acceptance is Walt (Rene Kirby). Walt, who
has to crawl on all fours because ofhis spina
bifida, has a beautiful, enthusiastic spirit
which is instructive to both the movie's
characters and viewers. He truly wears his
inner beauty on the outside because of his
zest for life and uncomplaining acceptance
ofhis condition.
If only the Farrelly brothers had included more such characters and had Hal see
them as they really are, without all the distracting, tricky camera work flashing
between thefat and the thin Rosemary, then
perhaps this film could have been more
funny and meaningful. Instead, the movie
seems flat (the funniest scenes are all the
ones in the trailers and previews) and the
movie falls far short of its goal of being "a
love letter to fat people" (which is how Ms.
Paltrow described it on the "Today Show").
Allyson Laßarbara is a second-year medical

from page 4

er reason, Hal finds her stunning. In one of
film's veryfew poignant moments she sighs,
"It is scary how this is all so perfect. But it
is really nice to have so much to lose for the
first time in my life."
Mauricio, a hiply dressed and comically
tressed middle manager, is distressed by the
loss ofhis shallow pal. He derides Rosemary
and her "cankles" (calves that meld into her
ankles because ofher weight), even though
he admits that she does have a cool personality. When he realizes that Hal isn't going
to leave Rosemary despite all his efforts to
convince him that Rosemary is really a
"hippopotamus," Mauricio seeks out Tony
Robbins to reverse the "beer goggles" he put
on Hal. Mauricio then breaks the spell on
Hal, forcing him to search his shallow soul
and slay hisaesthetic demons.
Admittedly, the film is based on an
interesting concept. It is instructive to
weigh (no pun intended) and debate the
input of the eyes against that of the heart
and mind in our pursuit oflove. However,
the fatal flaw ofShallow Hal is that the Farrelly brothers chose to make Rosemary
obese. If the goal of the film is to make the
point that inner beauty is most important,
then why not write Rosemary as a burn vic- student.
tim or a person with a disfiguring birth

Arts and

Entertainment...
from page 2
perform their annual Fall concert presenting "Beethoven: King Stephan Overture,"
"Shostakovich: Symphony No. 9," and
"Beethoven: Piano Concerto No. 3" featuring pianist Dr. Pearl Toy.
Empact! Presents
Cole Hall Cinema
Fall 2001 Season
Admission: $2-3.50
Medical Sciences Bldg.,

Validated Parking in the UCSF Millberry
Parking Garage. Tickets available at the
door only. Box office opens approximately 1/2 hr. before show time.
Note: All films subject to change
Call the cinema hotline at 415-476-6932
before coming to the movie.
Open to the General Public!
Caper Night!
THE SCORE • R
Thurs. Nov. 15 5:45 p.m. & 8 p.m
Fri. Nov. 16 6:30 p.m. & 8:45 p.m.

513 Parnassus; $ I

health&Science update
by Dustin Mark
Worms in the Limelight

In light ofrecently expressed concerns over a lack of interest in helminth-related
research pursuits (see Science, 293, pp. 1437-8), it is refreshing to report some interesting findings made by researchers here at UCSF regarding the parasitic helminth,
Schistosoma mansoni, which causes schistosomiasis in humans.
Helminths, more commonly referred to as worms, are a serious bane 6n human
existence. Over two billion people worldwide are infected with parasitic helminths,
creating an enormous health-resource burden. Complications range from kidney and
liver disease to anemia, malnutrition, and physical deformities (i.e. elephantitis).
Treatment options are often scare, largely because the organisms are so difficult to
study in laboratory settings. As such, findings often attract heightened interest, in
hopes that scientists may reveal clues that will help decipher the elusive and complicated biology ofthese highly successful parasites.
The research was conducted in the laboratories of James McKerrow at the
SFVAMC and Richard Locksley at UCSF. Essentially, the teams found that S. mansoni can slow down its rate of reproduction if it senses that the host organism is
immunodeficient thus promoting the survival of the host and parasite. According to
the report, published in the November 9 issue of Science, the helminths are able to
receive signals from a sub-population ofCD4+ T lymphocytes that are only found in
the liver, where the early stages of schistosome development take place. If the schistosomes develop in the absence of these cells, as might occur in the setting of HIV
infection, they are able to attenuate their developmentand enter something like a partially latent life cycle, producing fewer eggs and growing at a slower rate, and thus
causing less damage to the fragile host.
Schistosomes are able to establish infections that persist for decades, increasing
their chance for transmission to other hosts. These findings help explain how the
organisms are able to modify their own life cycles with respect to the health status of
the host, a key element in theirability to establish chronic infections. The findings also
present possibilities for therapeutic strategies that could trick the parasites into limiting their activities, making themless pathogenic. Either way, it is nice to see worms
back in the limelight.
Dustin Mark is a second-year medical student.

Outdoors and
Recreation...
from page 2

-

K2 Panamik: 15-day Medical-Dental
expedition to the K2- Karakoram region
in the Western Himalayas. January 8 -January 22, 2002.
Dharamsala: Medical-Dental camp at
Dharamsala (north India,) home to The
14th Dalai Lama and Tibetans in Exile.
April 18-May 3, 2002.
Lukla- Everest Base Camp: MedicalDental camp at Lukla followed by a trek
to Kala Pathar and Everest Base Camp.
May 2 May 20

-

Events and Speakers

...

from page 2
LGBT TAX ISSUES
Thursday, November 29, 5:15-6:30 p.m.,
5159. Learn the financial planning, income
tax, and estate tax steps that lesbian and
gay (and other unmarried) couples can
take to reduce their taxes and protect
their families. Presenter Harold Lustig is
author of Four Steps to Financial Security
for Lesbian and Gay Couples. For
information, contact UCSF LGBT
Resources at (415) 502-5593 or

ssnowdon@genderequity.ucsf.edu.
Women Leaders 2002: A
Symposium for Women in
University Settings
March 7-8, 2002
Cathedral Hill Hotel
San Francisco, California
All previous conferences have sold
out. Register today!

Spiti : Medical-dental expedition to the
ancient Tibetan kingdom of 'Guge' with a
visit to Dharamsala (Home to The 14th

The Center for Gender Equity at UCSF
will present their 3rd Bi-Annual
conference "Women Leaders 2002: A
Symposium for Women in University Settings" on March 7-8, 2002 at the Cathedral Hill Hotel in San Francisco. The
conference will offer wonderful opportunities for education, inspiration, and connection for all university women - and
particularly those at UC. Dr. Bertice
Berry (sociologist, educator, author and
comedian), Helen Zia (award-winning
journalist, author and contributing editor
to Ms. Magazine) and Molly Ivins (best
selling author and syndicated political
columnist) are the keynote presenters for
Women Leaders 2002.
Register online, or download and print a
copy of the registration form and fax it to
UCSF at 415-476-4849.

http://www.ucsf.edu/cge/wls-2002
Registration information:
$200 Early Bird (until December I, 2001)
$250 Regular (until March I, 2002)
$300 On Site
For more information, call Victoria Aver
at 415-476-5222.

Dalai Lama)

June 11 -June 27 2002.

Chang Thang Plateau, Tibetan Borderland (Ladakh): 15-day medical-dental expedition to Ladakh and Tso-Morari
lake 15,000' elevation on the Chang
Thang Plateau along the Indo-Tibetan
border. July 17 Aug. 2, 2002.

-

Lingshed: Medical-Dental trek to a
remote Tibetan village in Zanskar.
July 31 August 23.

-

For Details : e-mail:
info@himalayanhealth.com
Or contact: Ravi I Singh (404) 929-9399
Dr. Glenn W. Geelhoed Ph: 202/994-4428, Professor of Surgery, International
Medical Education, Tropical Medicine,
George Washington University Medical
Center
Office of the Dean, GWUMC, Ross Hall
741,2300-1 Street NW, Washington, DC,
20037, e-mail: msdgwg@gwumc.edu
http://gwu.edu/~gwg
www.himalayanhealth.com

So You Want to Get
Something Printed in Synapse
Synapse is pleased to print announcements about campus events. If you have an
event you wish to publicize, you can email us at synapse@itsa.ucsf.edu or call us at
(415)476-2211.
Synapse comes out every Thursday during the school year. Because the paper is
printed off campus, we must wrap up each week's production by Wednesday
morning.

The earlier you get your announcement to us, the better your chances are of it
getting into print.
Page Two is put together on Fridays, with some additions being made on Monday.
Tuesday is our proof-reading day. Announcements received after Monday do not
have a chance of getting into Thursday's paper.
We want to accommodate any and all who wish to publicize their event in the
paper. If you can get the information to us by the Friday before we publish, we'll
do our level best to get news of your event into Synapse. Thanks!

7
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Targus Total Recall
Digital Voice Recorder
for the Handspring
Visor
By Maunank Shah, MSIII

Quick Review:
The Targus Total Recall Digital Voice
Recorder is a neat little gadget that adds to
the usefulness of the Handspring Visor. For
around $99, it will allow you to digitally
record personal memos, lectures, etc. at the
tap of the screen. It slides into the module
expansion slot of the Visor, but can also be
used independently as a stand-alone digital
voice recorder. It's easy to use, has good
sound quality, and makes life easier, though it
is a bit expensive and bulky.

Overall Impressions:

seconds of silence and turns back on when
you continue talking), microphone and
headphone jacks, and a PC desktop application that allows you to transferrecordings
onto your computer.
Recording, editing, and playback are all
very easy with the Total Recall Digital Voice
Recorder. All you do is tap a button that
says "new" to record a message. Playback is
equally simple. All of the normal functions
you would expect are present during
recording and playback (i.e. pause, ff,
rewind, skip) with some extras for editing:
Bookmarks - The ability to add bookmarks to recordings so that you can skip
through your recordings faster in the
future.
Scissors - Allows you to selectively cut
out sections of a recording.
Insert - During playback, tap "Insert"
and you can add a recording to the middle
of a pre-existing message
Append - Allows you to add content to
the end of a recording
Overwrite - Allows minor corrections
without having to re-record an entire
recording
The biggest downside is the cost. Is it
really worth $99? Despite liking the Total
Recall Voice Recorder, I find the price to be
a bit much for my needs as a student. However, for what you're getting in terms of
portability, usability, and compatibility
with the Visor, the cost does seem reasonable compared to other Digital Voice
Recorders. The bottom line is that UCSF
students are busy people and have tons of
information being thrown at them and the
Total Recall Voice Recorder has the ability
to make life a little easier. Ifyou're someone
that's in the market for a Digital Voice
Recorder or if you find entering text into
the Visor to be tedious, difficult, and slow,
then this Total Recall Digital Voice
Recorder might be right for you.

I find that 1 under-utilize
my Visor. There are always moments
when I want to jot down little notes
or reminders, but find that writing things
out using the Palm graffiti is sometimes
more effort than it's worth. This situation is
ideal for. the Total Recall Voice Recorder.
It's always easier to record a verbal message
for yourself than it is to write out a long
memo. And the Targus Digital Recorder is
nicely designed to meet these needs. It's
incredibly easy to use and install—just slide
it into the back of your Visor and you're off
and running. The recording quality is excellent (even on the lowest quality setting or in
noisy environments) and you can record
digital voice memos for up to 90 minutes
(far more than I ever found the need for).
Each verbal message is time and date
stamped and is well-organized on the Visor
screen for accessibility later. I was additionally impressed with the range of Voice
Recorder. For recording personal messages,
it is always loud and clear. But to my surprise, it was additionally usable for recording lectures from some distance.
There are numerous little features that I
had not expected with the Voice Recorder.
For one, the unit could be better described
as a stand-alone Digital Voice Recorder that
happens to also be a Visor module. Just pop
it into its "shuttle" and you can record
memos for yourself even when you don't Easy to use and install: (just pop it into the
have your Visor handy. There are four but- Visor and you're all set
Great range, volume, and clarity (even in noisy
tons that allow you to control the unit and
Visor.
record without the
The shuttle oper- settings)
ates on 2 AAA batteries. The upside to using Usefulness: it's far easier to record a verbal
the Total Recall as a stand-alone digital message for yourself than it is to write things
recorder is that it's a lot smaller and easier out in a Memo or in yourTo Do list
to transport. It can be later attached to your Editing: very easy to insert recordings into
the middle of messages or append to the end
Visor for easy playback and editing. Moreit
of a message
over, using it in this manner will keep
Organization: Each time you record a mesfrom draining the batteries in your Handspring. The downside to the stand-alone sage, it is stamped with the time and date. You
mode is that the same time/date stamp is can also access each message independently
applied to all of your recordings (i.e. the without having to listen to all the other mestime it was attached as a Visor module). sages. Moreover, you can organize your mesThe other big problem here is that it makes sages into various folders (i.e. school,
for one additional thing to carry...as if we personal, etc.) just like memos.
Voice desktop application allows you to transdidn't have enough.
The fact that it can be used with the fer recordings to your PC
Visor creates greater functionality and Stand-alone capability: Can use independmakes it more useful than a conventional ently of the Visor as a stand-alone digital voice
digital voice recorder. For example, it is easy recorder
to edit messages. At the touch ofthe screen, Automatic backup and transfer of messages
with each sync
you can insert new recordings into the middle of voice message, add to the end of a
message, or even place bookmarks into a
recording. Additional features on the TarExpensive: best price was $85 on-line withgus Total Recall unit include volume con3
out shipping and handling. Most places: $99
turns
off
after
activation
(unit
trol, voice

Personally,

Pros:

Cons:

Size: Bigger than most modules, but still fits
into the standard leather carrying case
Difficult to scan through messages quickly
the fast forward and rewind are slow
Does not work with Macintoshes

—

General facts:

Physical
Specifications:
The Total Recall unit is larger than the
standard module and adds a bit of size to the
already bulky visor. It extends about cm off
the top of the Visor, but still fits into the
leather carrying case. The module is black and
the back of the module has 4 buttons (i.e.
play, ff, rewind, record) for use as a standalone digital recorder. There is a little red
LED that lights up when it is recording.

I

Size: 2.13" X2.5" X.05": Slightly larger than a
standard module and sticks out the top by
about I cm and adds about smm to the width
of the visor
Weight: Plug in unit: 1.20z Stand-alone: 2.4
oz
Comes with 4MB of storage (15-90 minutes of
recording):
Best quality=32kbps (15 mm. of record time)
Lowest=s.4kbps (90 mm. of record time)
Comes with a stand alone 'shuttle' which
allows you to use the voice recorder by itself
(i.e. without the Visor). The shuttle requires
two AAA batteries
Has a headphone and microphone jack
Also included is a Voice Desktop Application
for the PC which allows transfer of recordings
to your computer
Price: ~599 (best price I found was $85)

Be the Voice of UCSF
UCSF is looking for a few good vocal chords.
The university is having a contest to find a student, faculty or staff
member "with a professional and pleasant voice" to record the greeting
that callers hear when dialing the main phone numbers of the campus
(476-9000) or medical center (476-1000).
The message you will be recording? Here it is:
"Thank you for calling UCSF and UCSF Medical Center. Our operators
are assisting other callers and will be with you as soon as possible. Your
call may be recorded in an effort to improve the quality of our services."
(pause)
"We apologize for this delay. Your call is very important to us. Our next
available operator will be with you as soon as possible. Thank you for
your patience."
For details on the contest, see the website: www.ucsf.edu/greeting/
The winner will receive a $ 100 gift certificate through Empact's "Bear
Hugs" employee recognition program. Bear Hugs offers certificates from
more than 25 retailers, restaurants and other vendors. The prize is
funded by a donation from Pacific Bell.

IhttpJ/www.ucsf.edu/synapse
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Parnassus Players
Produce Ayckbourn's

Confusions
by Lara Mangravite

Looking

for a little entertainment this
weekend? Come see the Parnassus
Players' fall production ofAlan Ayckbourn's Confusions on Friday or Saturday
night in Toland Hall. The Parnassus Players
are a collection of amateur performing
artists composed of members of the UCSF
community ranging from students to staff
to neighborhood members of the Millberry
Union Gym. The group is open to anyone
interested and has put on two other productions this year— The Vagina Monologues
in the spring and Hands Across the Sea last
fall. I have been lucky enough to be a part
of the Players throughout the year, performing in both the Monologues and the
current production.
Work on the fall production began in
July when the group convened to discuss
script ideas. Each week we would read from
a different play, exploring possibilities while
having a good time. Our choices ranged
from a comedy about a Southern Baptist
family to the tale of a woman discovering
herself while in the midst ofthe 1989Loma
Prieta earthquake. After much deliberation,
we settled on Ayckbourn's Confusions, a
comedy set in 1975 which focuses on the
interrelations of the British middle class.
The production consists of five interlinked
one-act plays, all of which focus on the
interplay of personal relationships. We fell
in love with the juicy roles this play had to
offer and were equally excited when
Nichola Anderton, one of our most talented members, agreed to guide us through the
process as our director.
Auditions were held in late August, open
to anyone interested and consisted of a
short interview followed by a cold reading

Admissions

...

from page 4
resolution stating its grievances against
AMCAS with recommendations and
actions to be taken.
For this bunch of new applicants, however, the experience has simply been harrowing. The frustration associated with the
applications process will certainly be tangible in the months to come. Hopefully,
though, this experience will not dampen the
efforts ofsome 40,000 medical school applicants, who will be able to muddle through
the mess and finally achieve that which they
most desire to become a physician.
References:
(1) AMNews, October 8, 2001 "Problems
beset online mcd school application system"
(2) University of California San Francisco
School Of Medicine, Office of Admissions
(3) Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, August 30, 2001
"Medical school application system plagued

—

with errors"
(4) The Yale Herald, September 17, 2001
"Technical glitches complicate mcd school
application process"
(5) Independent Florida Alligator, August 29,
2001 "Computer Woes Derail Mcd School

Applications"

(6) University of California, Irvine School of
Medicine, Office of Admissions

from the script. With all the roles filled, we
were ready to start rehearsal in early September. I found the process of developing
my characters to be very demanding. It was
difficult to understand the thoughts and
motivations behind the characters based on
a few conversational lines said during a
brief scene in their life. It was a challenge to
create a world surrounding the scene.
Where does my character live? What does
she do? Where was she right before she
walked into this scene onstage? Is she enjoying being there? What does she think of the
other characters onstage? I was amazed to
watch everybody's characters evolve and
mature — and excited to see them all get
funnier the less they resembled their original actors. The addition ofauthentic 1970s
clothing made the transformation complete. How often does one get to dress as
though they were about to enter that club in
SaturdayNight Fever 7 We are all destined to
be ourselves throughout this life—l enjoyed
pretending to be someone else for a while.
Confusions opened this past weekend to
an enthusiastic audience. We are all pleased
with the way the play has turned out and
grateful to have such a receptive community. The play will be showing again this
weekend, November 16 and 17 at 8 p.m. in
Toland Hall. Please come enjoy a bit ofculture and support local community theater.
Tickets are $7 and reservations can be made
by calling (415) 476-6761.
If you are interested in joining the Parnassus Players, come let us know! We are
always looking for new members and will
be producing another play in the spring.

.

Rosanne Rappazini, Michael Berlin and Tim Beery

in Alan Ayckbourn's Confusions.
Photo by Lara Mangravite.

Online Applications Timeline of Events
June, 2001-Constant errors prevent students from applying. Students are having problems with duplicate web applicagets overloaded, the
tion registrations. Additionally, problems arise with the printing inconsistencies. When the server
the
students
who
are
applying to have to wait
DTU will time out (freeze) after attempts to retrieve data. This causes
virtual
or get out of the system and reapply at a later time.This results in long delays and terminated connections, a
nightmare for applicants.

AMCAS technical personnel begin receiving up to 300 calls daily from advisers and prospective applicants.
Students were not able to complete the coursework section of their applications.
to respond caused
Paying by credit card becomes a problem. Clicking the submit button multiple times after it failed
them to be charged multiple times.
AMCAS.
Late June, 2001-The very first students are allowed to certify and submit their applications to
article begins
July S, 2001-New York Times prints an article titled "Glitches Stymie Medical School Applicants." The
thought they would.
"Applicants to medical school could end up learning more about bugs this summer than they ever
system
about
the
a
computerized
ways
all
But they aren't getting a crash course in viruses; rather, they are learning
can go wrong."

decided to print out processed EDP applications and FedEx them to the schools until they can
succeed in sending and receiving applicant data via the AWS.
is causing delays in proAMCAS has shut down for maintenance service several times since the process started which
August,

cessing the applications.
five UC medical

student applicants. The
September, 2001-The UC schools have still not received any applications from
fill it out and mail or fax it in to their designated
schools design their own application and.ask all student applicants to
application. A redesigned secondary
schools regardless of whether they have filled or attempted to fill out an AMCAS
Many other schools across the country simapplication had to be made and will be also sent to the students via e-mail.
ply began sending secondary applications to all applicants.
for admissions committee meetings and interviews are being
The application process has been delayed and the dates
since most of those are
pushed off at schools across the country. Early decision programs are especially impacted,
expected to have accepted their first round of students by October I.
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Turkey ...

filing separately with less than $5000 in cap-

from page 3
from the supermarket. The TFA recommends that when picking up a frozen
turkey, shoot it with a .22 caliber pistol. If
the bullet' deflects, the turkey has been
frozen too long. If you don't have a firearm
handy, you can alternatively drop the turkey
onto the supermarket floor and see how
high it bounces. If it bounds up more than
two inches per pound, the turkey is either
over-frozen or you've got a hidden superball. One final test is to use a 3/8-inch concrete'bit to drill a core sample until you hit
the giblets. If accosted by a store clerk, the
TFA recommends that you wave the drill in
a "convincing but reassuring" manner.
Once you find that turkey and bring it
home, it's time to thaw it out. For this task
you can simply leave the turkey out on your
counter for one-half the turkey's weight in
hours, or 4 weeks. You know that you've
waited too long when a family of pigeons
takes up roost in the turkey's chest cavity.
Now it's time to cook the turkey. This is
a critical step because turkey contains bacteriaknown as salmonella, which, if they get
into your bloodstream, can grow into full
sized salmon. In fact, the TFA estimates that
more Americans are killed every year by salmonella than were killed during the Spanish Inquisition. Fortunately, this is a simple
step and all you need is a standard household oven set at 300 degrees for 22 minutes
per pound (25 minutes if you're married,

from page I

ital gains), adding 7 minutes for every 200
feet above sea level you reside, measured
with your household sextant.
Inspect your turkey as it cooks and when
the skin begins to blister, make the
announcement to your guests that they've
been waiting to hear: "RUN!" This is
because you forgot to peel back the plastic
wrapping and now the turkey is about to
explode, sending flaming salmonella bits in

Extended Relationship: A mentoring
relationship can be extended beyond the
immediate role. Nurture this relationship.
Flexible: Be flexible in making changes
suggested by the mentor.
GO FOR IT!: Reach for the stars! Stretch
yourself beyond your comfort zone.
Quita Bingham, Program Coordinator
from the UCSF Center for Gender Equity,
remarked that this gender-focused conference was providing wonderful role models
such as Dr. Meleis
(A personal note: Dr. Meleis will be
greatly missed, as she has accepted Deanship at the University of Pennsylvania
School of Nursing after about 35 years at

all directions.
As you stand outside your house waiting
for the fire trucks, it's a good time to reflect
on the things that you are thankful for.
Your health is still intact, your home is still
intact (for the most part), and your friends

don't completely hate you. And most
importantly, be thankful that you won't be
asked to cook dinner next year.

UCSF.)

Anu Sinha is a second-year medical student.
Panels

Panel discussions filled the morning sessions, workshops the afternoon. Active discussion was promoted in three separate
panels:

-

Work-Life Balance: Part Work in
Progress, Part Balancing Act.
This panel was moderated by Kendra
Rumbaugh, PhD, UCSF Postdoctoral Fel-

low in the Department of Anesthesia and
Perioperative Care.
Panelist Mary Strutts, Director of Corporate Communications for Genentech
described herself as an extrovert who likes
spontaneity. For balance in her life, her
home life (married with two children) must
be taken care of first, then she can be 100%
available when at work.'
Susan Airhart, VP and General Manager
of JAX West said she is a workaholic. She
encouraged women to take risks when
opportunities emerge. For Susan, balance is
very personal. She and her spouse temporarily live on opposite coasts and have no
;■■':■•
children.
Maria Wamsley, MD, Asst. Clinical Professor of Medicine, teaches in Family and
Community Medicine clerkship at UCSF,
and is the Co-Director of the Longitudinal
Clinical Experience. Dr. Wamsley has small
children and has opted to work 35-40 hours
per week, which is considered part-time.
Her career demands a great amount of sacrifices. She recommends that students find
a supportive mentor.
Diane Barber, PhD, is Director of the
BMS Cell Biology course and PI of a
research group investigating questions on

In honor of 30 Years in science Larry Ackerman invites you to:

A Celebration, A Party, An Art Experience, Music
Especially for Scientists
Worshipping Science in the Temple of Art

Saint Rubidium's

Temple

Installation Exhibition & Performance
Featuring work by

Larry Ackerman, Will Cloughley, Dale MacDonald & John Scarpa
7:00 PM -Midnight,Friday, November 16,2001
Vocal & Electronic Music by AmyX 7:30-8:30,
Six and Twelve projector perfomances 9:00-10:00
Gray& Lewis DJ 10:00-12:00
Donation-$lO or $2 with UCSF ID
see web site for more details

(soiy.
I

934 Brannan Street, Btwn Bth/9th
San Francisco

,

CULTURAL CENTER

I ,»

,

yttp://wwwSamtßubwmm.com
contact:
'
email

...

monk@Saintßubidium.com

has two children. She runs a lab funded by
three NIH grants.
This panel discussion was one in which
this author participated. The lively discussion included comments from single people
with partners, pregnant post doc women
who are trying to figure out how to navigate
the limit of the one month maternity leave,
and many other students who are preparing
for careers after graduation, or post docs
preparingfor their next steps. Many women
expressed dilemmas of a double life trying
to balance work, career, family, and social
lives. It's essential for each woman to set her
individual priorities and set goals and
schedule to fit in with what is most important personally to make it all work together.
The Problem Solving Group Model: A
Tool forTransition and Transformation.
This panel was moderated by Amy
Levin, EdD, Director of UCSF Center for

Gender Equity. Panelists include: Ellen
Daniell, PhD, author and trained scientist;
Carol Gross, PhD, professor at UCSF in
both the Microbiology and Immunology
and Stomatology Departments; and Mimi
Koehl, PhD, professor at UC Berkeley
whose research field is the fluid dynamics of
biological systems. Tips were offered for
UCSF students and post docs who are interested in starting a group oftheir own.
Cultural Identity and Career Success:
The World of Women in Science and
Health Care.

This panel, moderated by Jenny Phelps,
MS, Director of UCSF Academic Enrichment Programs, was designed to hear personal stories and wisdom from a diverse
UCSF panel of scientists and clinicians and
their navigation of career success from a
variety of cultural backgrounds. Panelists:
Romy Mahrer Imhof, RN, is from Switzerland and is faculty leader in nursing education. She is pursuing doctoral studies in
nursing with a specific interest in effects of
cardiac infarction upon patients and their
spouses. Betty J. Dong, Pharm.D. is a Professor of Clinical Pharmacy in the UCSF
Schools of Pharmacy and Medicine, she
completed her residency in 1973. Kaycee
Sink MD is a Geriatrics Fellow at UCSF
after her Primary Care Internal Medicine
training at UCSF where she fostered her
career interests in care for the underserved
and lesbian health. Marcela Karpuj, PhD is
a post doc working in the lab of Professor
continued on page 11
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The second workshop entitled, "Pursuing Academic Careers: Exploring the Job
from page 10
Market," covered such practical matters as
writing a cover letter and preparing for
Stanley Prusiner studying Mad-Cow disinterviews.
ease. Dr Karpuj studied neurological Sci"Pre-Negotiation Planning: Important
ence at Stanford and the Weizmann Steps in the Negotiation Process" and
Institute in Rechovot, Israel where she "Navigating the Negotiation: Learning to
received her PhD.
Compromise without Compromising
Reaction to the panels was summed up Yourself were presented by Maria Diana
by Neelam Chanda, RN, from India, a first Ramos-Chertok, whose consultant areas are
year doctoral student in nursing, who said conflict resolution, negotiation, communishe was "so very happy to be participating cation, team building, sexual harassment
in this event amongst the greatest women prevention, supervision, and multiculturalon campus "
ism. Participants developed a plan of
approach for negotiations. Tips for successWorkshops
ful negotiation were shared and discussed.
Anne MacLachlan, PhD, is Senior
Researcher at UC Berkeley Center for Stud- You Are The CEO of Your Own Life
ies in Higher Education She has long term
Judith C. Giordan, PhD, is a strategic
experience in presenting programs for stu- services provider who has held executive
dents and post docs in guiding transitions and research positions in business leader-

*

"The good news from research is that what women may lack
in assertiveness and negotiation they make up for it in their

strengths in brainpower and determination."

professional careers, and supporting
international exchanges in higher education. Dr. MacLachlan is an activist promoting an affable campus climate for women
and minority faculty. Her first workshop
was entitled: "Pursuing Academic Careers:
Is an academic career right for you? Strategies to Simplify the Decision-Making
Process." The session identified stages ofthe
academic job search and required materials
needed. Potential employers' attitudes were
explored in examining what the job market
looks like for you.
to

ship, R & D, and operations. Dr. Giordan
led the workshops for women focusing on
industrial, business, or independent practice careers: "Pursuing Non Traditional
Careers: What are you waiting For? The
Power Women Have and Don't Often Use"
and "Pursuing Non Traditional Careers:
Building Your 60 Second Sketch."
Giordan emphasizes knowing who you
are, identifying what's important to you,
and pursuing information you need to pursue your goals. My favorite line was "know
that you are the CEO of your own life." She

-

BOWLINGSHIRT.COM. Retro wear for
the new millenium.

ESSENTIAL LAPTOP ACCESSORY
Ultimate comfort and cooling devise for your

Judy Olive is a student in the School of
Nursing.

-

12 -

$5,000.00 /month. Flexible hours. Email:

Frederick/Stanyan. Wednesday Sunday.
5 pm. 759- 1234.

NEW SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
(includes cosmetic) $ 69.00 per year. SAVE
30-60%. Call I 800 655 3225 or
www.studentdental.com or
www.goldenwestdental.com

WEST COAST PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT. Beautiful, large studio
with separate dining room, hardwood floors,
new paint, back yard, close to UCSF Medical
Center. Easy access to public transportation.
4th and Irving. Call 885 6970.

netgo@netgo.com
AUTO REPAIR
Maintenanceand repair. Japanese and other
makes. House calls possible. Any questions,
Larry (415) 731 -2218.

identified elements for success as critical
thinking, collaboration across disciplines,
expanding learning beyond specialty,
adapting quickly to changing conditions,
working well in teams, showing enthusiasm
for your work, utilizing a strong work ethic,
and communicating effectively.
Participants engaged in a staged encounters to build an effective brief pitch that's
fast, informative, exciting, and to the point.
What Giordan hoped women would
learn from the conference include:
Knowing they have power in own hands
Not worrying about other people perceptions
Finding ways to stand up for themselves
Getting out of your comfort zone, do
something else
The final speaker of the day was Laraine
T. Zappert, PhD, who is a leading scholar in
the field of women, work, and well-being.
She is Clinical Professor of Psychiatry and
Behavioral Sciences at the Stanford University School of Medicine. She has shared
much of 24 years of work at Stanford dealing with work well-being for professional
women with children. Her book, Getting It
Right, is based on findings a study of over
300 women at Stanford University. This
text offers a road map of innovative solutions that Zappert has created as accessible
strategies for excellence, balance, and basic
sanity for professional women.
Her closing comment was, "The good
news from research is that what women
may lack in assertiveness and negotiation
they make up for it in their strengths in
brainpower and determination."
This conference provided an avenue of
strengthening and building areas of traditional weakness in women by activating
themes for self assessment, personal power
building, negotiation proficiency, and pursuing goals in either academic or non traditional roles and achieving success and
balance simultaneously.
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STILL LIFE. Pine and oak bookshelves,

-

standard and custom sizes. Dressers, dinettes,
desks, night stands, etc. Still Life. 515

mjk

Laptop, www.e-leg.ee

HATHA YOGA CLASSES. Svaroopa
(a.k.a. "bliss") Yoga is great for stress relief!
Two convenient San Francisco locations. Free
yoga newsletter upon request. 415 210
YOGA, www.blissinaction.com
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HEAVENLY MAIDS. Commercial,
residential and vacancies. 415 239 0561

-

-

NETGO CORPORATION Nationwide
campaign. Immediate Openings: Earn

Graduate Division

Fellowships Announced
The Graduate Division is pleased to announce
the following fellowship winners for Academic
Year 2001 -2002. These fellowships are
administered by the Graduate Division and the
award winners are nominated by their
respective graduate programs and selected by
a committee of the Graduate Council.
President's Dissertation Year Fellowship
Benjamin Alba (Biochemistry), Guadalupe
Salazar (Medical Anthropology), Janet Shim
(Sociology)
President's Research Fellowship in the
Humanities
Carrie Friese (Sociology), Dale Rose
(Sociology)
Office of the President Research
Assistantship/Mentorship Award
Tan Nguyen (Pharmaceutical Sciences and
Pharmacogenomics), Mercy Wey (Nursing)
Chancellor's Graduate Research
Fellowship
Chris Eggers (Biomedical Sciences), Annie
George (Sociology), Diane Inglis (Genetics),
Helena Prakke (Nursing)

Julius R. and Patricia A. Krevans
Fellowship and the Lloyd M. KozlotT
Fellowship
Van Nguyen (Biomedical Sciences), Bridget
Hansel (Biophysics)
Eugene Cota-Robles Fellowship
(First-Year)
Genevieve Vidanes (Biochemistry), Cory
Ocasio (Chemistry and Chemical Biology),
Dawn Dailey (Nursing), Steven Rush
(Nursing), Sergio Wong (Biophysics)
National Institute of General Medical
Sciences Fellowship (First-Year)
Christopher Allen (Biomedical Sciences),
Anna Birkhead (Nursing), Claudia
Grossman (Biomedical Sciences), Mary Red
Horse (Biomedical Sciences), Janna
Tauheed (Chemistry and Chemical Biology)
Achievement Rewards for College
Scientists (ARCS)
Brian Young (Biochemistry), Michael
Rothenberg (Cell Biology), Peter Chien
(Biophysics), Michael Cohen (Chemistry and
Chemical Biology), Peter Madrid (Chemistry
and Chemical Biology), Timothy Dunn
(Bioengineering), Felice Sun (Bioengineering),
Megan Carey (Neuroscience), Shannon
Shields (Neuroscience), Kimberly Fife
(Pharmaceutical Sciences and
Pharmacogenomics), Jason Held
(Pharmaceutical Sciences and
Pharmacogenomics), Lawrence Hon /
(Biological and Medical Informatices)
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Storage & Surplus Department
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(A Division of Materiel Management)

The Best ThaiFood

a

In the Sunset!

In need of storage space?

I

Storage A Surplus has plenty of space to meet your storage
needs. Our rate is $0.27 per cv. ft. per month, no minimum.
Original pick up and delivery is free for long term storage

15. 2001
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Sukhothai
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Thai Cuisine
Seafood & Vegetarian
lunch & dinner everyday

In need of a desk, chair, used PC, lab equipment, etc.?
Come down and check our inventory of used equipment
and furniture! Our public sale is every Thursday, 1 to 3:30 p.m..
We are located at 620 Forbes Blvd.. SSF,

-

|k

11 am

-

%
at Irving
564-7722
www.sukhothai.citysearch.com
1319 9th

94080.

Telephone: (415) 502-3086. FAX (415) 502-7983.

Friday & Saturday
10:30 pm

Sunday-Thursday
11 am 10 pm
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http://www.ucsf.edu/synjpse

Synapse November IS. 2001
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• Former UCSF Director of Financial Planning and Benefits.
• Consultations at UCSF and Petaluma office
• Specific and objective investment recommendations
• Expertise in UC retirement and benefit programs
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K. Beeson, CFP, MBA
Fee-Only Financial Planner
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QLaddas

Thai Dinner House
Seaview Coffee Shop
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c )<.i.iii views
Public transportation nearby,
with easy access to Pac Bel! Park
Shuttle Service to UCSF Medical
Center
Free Parking for Patrons

*.

BURRITOS. TACOS. TOSTADAS. TAMALE PIE AND MORE

Featuring naturally-raised, chemical/hormone
free, organic-grain-fed meat products from
Nieman Ranch and free-range turkey from
Diestel Farms. Organically grown beans and
from Sun

Food -To- Go / Free Delivery
with minimum purchase
(415) 665-0185

415-731 -6644 * Fax 415-731-5309
Toll Free 1 - (800) 624 - 6644

i

Premium-quality Cal-Mex foods
made fresh daily.

_/*_-

Adjacent to Great Highway Inn
Room Service Available
1234 Great Highway, SF

Phone:

'
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■

/

Great Highway Inn

707.762.1902 jkbeeson@home.com
www.acadflnancialplans.com
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LOCATED IN MILLPERRY PLAZA 500 PARNASSUS AVENUE
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www.greathvvy.com
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Balboa Dental Care
V
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We welcome UCSF staff and students
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•
•

K_

Preferred provider for Delta Dental
Saturday, evening appointments available
Free exam & X-rays for students
Teeth whitening special $189, cleaning $49

3544 Balboa Street (cross street 37th Aye.)
Call for appt.: (415) 387-8810
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Its your lit",
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QUALITY

CONVENIENCE

SANFRANCISCO
01 California St., (415)7433180
MOBILE SYSTEMS WIRELESS
SANFRANCISCO 3251 20th Aye.

SAN

'

SAN FRANCISCO 15
(415)248-1040
2300L0mbard5t.,(415)4748211

(415)362-7900

(415)504-9800

(415)682-2300

PRICE

_
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658Clement St., (415) 750-4300
520 N Columbus Aye.
425 MarketSt., (415)495-2220
2258 Market St., (415)437-1600

2812MiKi0n5t.,(415)695-7077
244WP0rtaiAv e.,(415)682-2500
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fofdelivery.
call r 866-CINGULAR.

Shop by phone
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FRANCISCO
311 CaliforniaSt. #620

(415)955-8500
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1549 Sbat Blvd., Ste. B
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Frozen Sections
Routine and Special Stains
Immunohistochemistry Stains
Professional Consultation
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BiOPATHOLOGY SCIENCES MEDICAL CORPORATION
393 East Grand Avenue, Suite I
South San Francisco, CA 94080
Phone 650-589-7410
FAX 650-589-7550

Douglas Lee, DDS
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Full service tissue processing
Slide preparation and interpretation
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Phone priceandoticr
may vary by /ocatton.

Service offer available to
newand existingcustomers.

For jobs that rock, visit us
™
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atwww.cingular.com
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/Rate plans starting at»l9 99 per month - \
j
one of
choicesto fit
life.
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Downloadable &
programmable
ringtones
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Changeable
color covers
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What
do
have to
you l~
J 806-C/NGULAR

sayr
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Limited time offer. Creditapproval and activation of service on 1 or 2-year contract for
eligible Cingular calling plans required. *Promotional phone offer requires a two-year
agreement. Phone models subject to availability. Offer cannot be combined with any
other special offers. $150 early termination fee and $36 activation fee apply.
Weekniqht hours are 9PM to 6:59AM, and weekend hours are 12:01AM Saturday to
11:59PMSunday. Long distance charges apply unless you have also chosen the long
distance option. Nationwide Long Distance applies to calls originating from our
CA/NV/WA/ID network and terminating in the U.S. Airtime charges apply. Anytime
minutes are available on the Cingular CA/NV/WA/ID network. Calls subject to taxes,
longdistance, roaming, universal service fee or other charges. Package minutes and
unlimited night and weekend minutes apply to calls made or received within
CA/NV/WA/ID network. Airtime in excess of any package minutes will be charged at a
per minute rate of $.15 to $.50. Digital phone and Cingular Wireless long distance are
required. Airtime and other measuredusage are rounded up to the next full minute at
theend ofeachcall for billing purposes. Unused package minutes do not carry forward
to the next billing period and are forfeited. Optional features may be cancelled after

initialtermoftheservicecontract.Otherconditionsandrestrictionsapply.See

contract and store for details. ©2001 Nokia Inc. Nokia, Connecting People
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and the 3300 series phones are trademarks of Nokia Corporation and/or its Mff
affiliates. Cingular Wireless, "Whatdo youhave to say?" and the graphic icon WjM
are
Marks 0f Cingular WirelessLLC. ©2001 CingularWireless LLC. All Mp
•._&.
rights reserved.
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